Soul Machines

Soul Machines is a groundbreaking company that allows you to harness the power of artificial intelligence to create astonishingly lifelike digital humans. These avatars, powered by advanced neural networks and machine learning, can interact with users in real-time, displaying human-like emotions and responses. What sets Soul Machines apart is their endeavor to bridge the gap between man and machine by crafting digital personas that genuinely resonate with human emotions.

Access Soul Machines

Soul Machines accounts can be obtained by reaching out to The Hub's project coordinator.
- Reach out to The Hub's program coordinator at elp@uci.edu and express your interest in Soul Machines.
- The program coordinator will reach out on your behalf to Soul Machines with your student information (name, UCINetID, etc.).
- Soul Machines will create an account for you and reply back to you and the program coordinator with instructions and details for accessing the software.

Benefits:

This new frontier of artificial intelligence and digital humans is worth exploring:
- Opportunity to understand the future of human-machine interaction, where empathy and emotion play central roles
- Gain expertise in creating and understanding digital beings as the market seeks more personalized and human-centric AI solutions
- Be at the forefront of a revolution in AI, blending the realms of technology, psychology, and design in ways previously unimagined.

Learn to Use Soul Machines

Once you have a Soul Machines account, you will have access to a rich set of documentation, where the student will find an extensive set of FAQ's, documentation, training materials, and an active community of peers.
- Explore a comprehensive Knowledge Base encompassing technical documentation, product release notes, and developer docs.
- Immerse yourself in Soul Machines Academy, an expansive online learning platform containing self-guided courses and best practices for building digital people.
- Engage with others on the vibrant Community platform designed for fostering collaboration among fellow Soul Machines creators! Here, you can ask questions and support, as well as draw inspiration from like-minded individuals who share your journey.

Additional Resources

Soul Machines has an expert Support Team - email support@soulmachines.com and mention that you are a part of The Hub at UCI!

The Hub at the ANTrepreneur Center

Come visit The Hub workspace at the ANTrepreneur Center on campus, where you can play, explore, and interact with various tools. The facilities are designed to facilitate learning, brainstorming, and interaction with others. At The Hub, you will find dedicated desks and collaboration tools such as electronic whiteboards, stand-up desks and even under-desk treadmills.

For Additional details regarding The Hub or Amazon Web Services contact: elp@uci.edu

@uci_elp
odit.uci.edu/thehub
@uciantrepreneur
antrepreneur.uci.edu